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Students .Runn'ing for President
by our Roving Reporter,
Tediachwal
I have interviewed the two
members of the Student Senate
who probably mean the most
to the student body of
Northeastern. These members
are the Stud ent Senate ' s
present president, John Gaughan and his opponent, Senator
Danny Kolb.
John Gaughan has been
President of the Student Senate
fo r the past year. Under his
administration ' the . Student
Senate has functioned, but
barely . I talked to John and
asked him what he thinks has
been accomplished under' his
leadership. He admitted, " Very
little has been accomplished,"
He says, " When Hirst took the
office of the presidency of the
Student Senate I was full of
great anticipation for · the
f uture. However, over a period
of time, due to lack in interest
- and co-operation and Student
Senators have d estroyed me."
I asked him why he didn't try
and get his various ideas and
programs throu gh? " The Senators have been most uncooperative in getting things accomplished . If I had my way I
would impeach many of the
members. " I asked him for
specific names of the Senators,
but he didn't care to disclose
any.
Why didn't you go through
with your ideas of impeachment procedures against many
of the poorer members of the
Student. Senate? " It is the job
of every Senator to propose
legislation . I have reminded
the members of the Student
Senate to do so, but I haven't
gotten much of a response
from them. If I could, I would

di spose of the entire Student
Senate (except th e offi cers ) in
ord e r to get some good
Senators into the Senate."
But John is afraid of the
c onsequences of. such an
action as there is not enough
of the student body interested
in running for Senator to
attempt such a move. " It
would be foolish to impeach
many of the members of the
present Student Senate when
new members could not be
found to take their place ."
What will you do if elected
president of the Student Senate
again?
"I don't really know ." ·
-

President John Gaughan.
Well, why are you running
again? He disclosed that he
wasn't going to run for
President again . He cited his
reasons that he may not be
here next trimester.
"It
wouldn't be fair to the student
body to run, and then be
forced to resign as I' m
considering moving to San
Francisco.
I asked him, "Why did you
give the impression that you
were going to run again to
everyone?" He said , "I didn 't
like the idea of Danny Kolb

runnin g upopposed ."
So the situation in th e
Student Senate right now is
thi s; election s are going to be
held next Wednesday and
Thursday . Danny Kolb will be
running unopposed for President of the Student Senate.
You may ask yourself, is this
good or . bad? The answer to
that question can only be
found by finding out a little bit
about Danny Kolb .
is a Student Senator with a
great deal of energy and
ambition . He believes that the
Student
Senate
can
be
improved tremendously, and
that it is the current President's
fault thar the Student Senate
doesn't function properly.
Here is what Danny Kolb
had to say about John
Gaughan's presidential term, " I
think John Gaughan was a very
inefficient President. You can
just look at his record in office
and tell that. If he ran again we
would have th e sam e in terest
group favo ritism we had over
the past year."
He went on to explain what
he meant by interest group
favoritism, " John has favored
certain Senators in the Student
Senate, and whenever a
dissenting Student Senator
would speak out John often
wouldn 't recognize him. "
What would Kolb do if
elected President to correct
this situation? I would get in
contact with each individual
Senator, and tell them to
participate in all of the
meetings . Under the proposed
new student constitution,
a Senator's proposal would
have to be considered on the
floor. I help push through the
new proposed constitution
because I felt that the

ha ri g arou nd it.
President should have no right
" I w ould ask t he Senato rs to
to pi ck and choose wh at is to
wear id ent if ica ti o n tags to th at
be di scussed at the meetings .
th e Student body would know
Under the new consfitution all
wh o th ey w ere."
proposals have to be consid erDann y Kolb has many other
ed and the President doesn't
thin gs he would like to initiate,
ha~e the right to fail to
but th ese can not all be
recognize a proposal. "
published as they would fill th e
I asked Danny how he felt
wh o,l e paper. I believe that th e
running for Pres ident unopposelec ion o f a President to the
ed . " I am not sure whether it is
Student Senate is a very
good or not. It is really a farce
important consideration for the
election ' when you run against
student body . The Student
no one, but I' m not ruling out
Senate can do many things to
th e possibility that John won 't
benefit the Northeastern comchange his mind, and run
munity if it can get off the
again ."
ground . Under JOhn Gaughan
Some positive things that
the Senate has been ·wrapped
Danny said he would do if
up in their own world, and
elected President : "Hold a
hasn't • reached out to the
people they are supposed to
represent, the student body as
a whol e.
·
This di sgu stin g situat ion of
having all th e offi cers (if John
Ga ughan does not run again)
oi th e Student Senate run
un opposed is really a di sgrace
to ou r inte lli ge n ce . Wh at
! • choic e do we have when there
i, on·ly one nan"!,C for President,
Vin · Pres ident , Treasurer and
Presidential candidate Danny
S<·< rp t a ry on the ballot.
Kolb.
Hnw< ·ver I beli eve that the
Nortlw as tern c ommunity is
meeting between the stud ent
fortunate
to
have
body, and the Student Sen ate vPr y
snnw o ne like Danny Kolb
at least once a trimester ." (This
is something that has . never running for President , even if it
been done even though a i, .in unopposed election .
I FEEL THAT IT IS REALLY A
meeting between the student
body , and the Student Senate SHAME THAT John Gaughan
is called for in the old didn't reach his goals as
President. He without a doubt
• constitution .) " I would get in
contact with the Senators , and tri ed, but it just burnt him out
request that they give .a portion after a while. He really is a
of their time to being in the ni ce guy and was plJ asant and
Student Senate office (E 205 s.) frank in his interview with me.
to talk over problems with The Student Senate needs new
students that may · come in . blood, however, and let's hope
for our sake that Danny Kolb
Presently the office is empty ,
can provide that new blood .
except for the officers who

J

THE PARKING QUES·TION
Community spokesmen met
with University representatives
in Pres . Sach's office Thursday
evening to try to reach some
common solutions for the
parking problem. The meeting
was a dire c t
result
of
community pressure on the
Chi cago Plan Commission to
delay · approval of the Comrnuter Center until the parking
problem at the Uni versity is
reso lved . (See Jan . 31 issue of
Print. ) A lth ough the re we!e
comrnitrnents made o n both
sides th at ni ght, t he community refused to w it hdraw its
obj ections t'o the Commuter
Center additi on unti l they see
sorne direct res ults. As Ni ck
Mess in a, Pres id ent o f th e
H o ll y w ood -Nor th Park Im-

provement Association put it,
" We' ve been promised all
these things before."
Bill Lieneman, Vice~President of Administrative Affairs,
outlined what the University
plans on doing imm.ediately .
" We will extend the parking in
front of the Classroom Building
along Bryn Mawr Avenue. This
will give us 60 plu s spaces. We
can begin using it fo r parkin g
with just the rock base, and
th en pave it in th e spring . Al so,
thi s spring w e wi )I re-stripe the
regular lo t, and p ick up an
additional 64 spaces ."
Li e n e m an th e n ex pl ained
what th e Universi ty pl ans on
d oi ng pending th e acqui sit io n
of th e Parental School grounds.
" If we get the Parental ground s

we plan to put the tennis
courts on the north side of the
old Superintendent's house,
and extend parking through the
present tenni_s courts giving us
a total 900 additional pa"rking ·
spaces."
M ec ina passed out a li st of
demands by th e Ho llywood
North Park Improvement Assoc iation assuming th at the
" new Walk er admini stration
pe rrn its th e release o f f unds fo r
a pa rking stru cture ." Messina
indicated th at the neighborhood w ould o nce aga in pu sh
fo r a park ing stru ctu re. " W e
se nt c;ut Boy Scouts to po ll t he
neighbors in the area. They,
the neighbors, do _not ':"'a nt the
University to bu y t he land at
Parental because th ey· fea r

further expansion o f the
University. They feel that the
campus enrollment will go up,
and the P;:i rental gro unds will
be pav ed over ." Mes sina
suggested that th e University
lease some of the land for
recreational purpo se s, and
push for
parking stru cture to
so lve the parking problem on
th e exi stin g cam pus. He further
suggested t hat they ut il ize th e
land just w es t of th e Scie nce
bui !ding for such a purpose .
Pres . Sachs sa id " I w o uld be
happy to lease the land from
t he Board of Edu cat ion, I have
been trying to do just th at f6 r
over 5 years. "
Of th e land ju st west of th e
Science Building M el Skvarl a,
Ca mpus Planner, exp la.in ed ,

a

" This land has been earmarked
for the new library, but there
will be spaces for 70 to 80 cars
around it. " He then addressed
himself to the suggestion to
build the library over the
parking stru c ture. "I don 't
think the library budget would
make su ch a projec t feasibl e,
but we could explore the
po ss ibility o f building th e
library on stilts · over surface
parkin g."
Pres . Sac hs reitterated hi s
statem ent th at cam pus enro llment w ou ld n o t in c rease
w it hout additional land , before
a v iab le so lu t io n for th e
park ing · probl em was -fo und ,
how ever he wo uld no t extend
hi s sta tem ent · to limit it all
future enrollment.

(Cont'd. on page 5)
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Aspiring Par-ticipants of
the 1973-1974 UNI Student Exchange Program
with the University of
Puerto Rico
FROM : Ben C. Coleman
RE : Procedures for applying
for this year's Program
To:

The following are some steps
and procedures that will be
necessary for you to follow in
being selected for participation
in
the
1973-74
Student
Exchange Program with the
University of Puerto Rico .
1. Student must be a
· second-year college student
(this, in agreement reached
with administrators at UPR) .
2. An average grade-point
of B (4.0 on a 5.0 scale) .

3. _A typewritten letter \ of
ments, your success in the
interviews with the Foreign
appliqition must be submitteil,
covering these areas : name,\ [anguages Dept. screeriing
address, telephone number,
committee, and its adjunct
age , why you
wish
to
advisory boards - namely, the
participate, what you will
UNI Union for Puerto Rican
possibly
gain
from
the
Students - and the Student
experience , what you will
Coordinating Committee for
contribute to the program, how
Latin-American Studies.
you will utilize the knowledge
6. Letters of application
obtained on the island once , must be in the hand of the
back here in Chicago, your
steering committee - by March
enthusiasm, your past experi1, 1973.
ence with Puerto Rican people,
7. Keep in mind that your
etc.
interest in Puerto Rico and the
Puerto Rican people is of the
4. Screening will be in the
utmost importance.
month of March, 1973; final
. At present, we shall attempt
selection must be prior to
to send a total of five students
March 30, 1973.
from
this
University
to
participate the entire academic
5. Selections will be based
year, beginning August, 1973
on your expressiveness in your
through April , 1974.
l e tter of applicat io n , your
Here's hoping to hear from
meetin g the above requireyou soo n. Good lu ck!

Dean Randolph Hudson
President Jerry Sachs
Dr. William Howenstine
Mr. Cliff Harralson
THE PRINT

The philosophy of the
Commuter Center Activities
Board is to educate and
entertain. But now can we ,
when every time we publicize
our events, the majority of the
posters that we put up are
taken down? - this is major
complaint. The students of
U .N .I. are not only paying for
the activities we program, but
also for ·the materials we use
to publicize these- events .
We feel there should be
some well-chosen , clearly
designated areas in the Sc ien ce
Building and Classrooin Building where clubs and organizations can publi cize events.

Debra Niemann

Dear Editor,
I would like to clarify some
erroneous statements printed
in the January 24th issue
regarding the services and
facilities available in the
Listening Room . We have on
hand aproxi mately 2,000 record albums, and over 200
4-track tapes for general
listening. The only cassette
tapes we supply are those
being used by the Music
Department for classes.
There is no organ , but three
electronic pianos are available
for practicing . Records are not
loaned out to students without
permission notes from their
instr□ ctors . It is not due to a
theft problem that this policy
is enforced , but rather because
Music students and faculty use
our limited collection frequently for assignments . In order for
most people to benefit from
our servi ces, materials must
remain with in the Listening
Room .

Lucia Dziedzic,
listening Room Supervisor

Career Day At Northeastern
.

,

Last Tuesday (Feb. 6th)

Career
,l~formation Day
4th

y. For

GOVHNMENT

All N o.rfheoster!: Unin,rsily Siudenfs

.!uesday, February 6,

F0

Students confer about jobs with representatives from government agencies.

Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the administration. PRINT is
published Wednesdays weekly at Northeastern Illinois University. Deadline for all copy is
the preceeding Friday by 4:00 p.m. Come up and visit us at E-214 above the cafeteria, or
call us JU 3-4050 at extension 459.
,
EDITORIAL BOARD: Janey Green · - Editor, Sue Straus - Managing Editor, Tony Kezele
- Contributing Editor.
Photography: Mark Anderson - Editor,
Business Editor: Jim Feezor
Saundra Taylor, Arthur Winslow
News Editor: Bob Paprocki
Cartoons: Margaret Drewk_o - Editor,
Features Editor: Joe Weinshenker
Sports: Chris Lubinecki - Editor,
Advisor: Ely liebow
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Students Propose New Constitution
Committee) studied the history
After a year of committee
work, Northeastern 's Student
of student government at UNI,
Senate recently passed a new
the types of changes it has
constitution for the student
gone through, and the most
community. The document,
effective means of increasing
which
will
replace
the
student representation . Some
outdated 1967 Chicago Teachspecific articles and sections
ers College-North one, has
stem directly from actions and
been written entirely by
policies that previous Student
students . Before it takes effect
Senate officers and senators
however, the document must
employed.
be passed by a referendum of
"For example, one provIsIon
2/3 of the student co1hmunity
in the voting procedures voting.
cumulative voting - enables a
In
an
interview · with - student to cast all of her/ his
commi ttee secretary Cathy
votes for one candidate. This is
Jones , she told us, " The
to break the stranglehold that
Constitution is a collaboration
clubs or cliques can enforce
of the ideas of students at the
when they run tickets for
UNI community, as well as
senate positions .
excerpts from other university
It was the consensus of the
student constitutions revised to
committee that such provisions
suit the needs of the UNI
would require that students
student community. When we
genuinely interested in reprewere writing certain parts of
senting students to, as they
the Constitution, we (t he
say, 'get out to the people,' as

opposed to a 'token vote' who
rides in on the ticket.
" Another is the provision
that the President of the
Student Senate cou ld not vote
except in case of "tie. As was
demonstrated at several Senate
meetings thi s trimester and
last, it becomes extremely
difficult for the President to
remain neutral in his presentations at times when he holds a
strong opinion one way or the
other for a piece of legi slation.
"And lastly, we incorporated
the procedure of moving the
next highest vote getter up
when vacancies occur' in the
Senate. The way it stands in
the '67 Co n stitution, the
President of the se'nate
appoints students to fill
vacancies. This was one of the
complaints of the 8 Student
Senators who walked-out of
the Senate during the Summer

session last year. Many of us
felt that the President was
appointing his friends' to fill
vacancies instead of appointing students that the student
com munity had given their
support by means · of ballot . It
was also felt that such means
of appointments left the field
wide open for discrimination,
were the President to appoint
on ly members of the same sex,
or the same creed, or ideology.
" I guess we were also
looking at the National
Government as an example of
what can happen when the
President runs away with
power .
"But all-in-all, the document
is about as fair a piece of
regimentation as we could
produce. It's impossible to
please everybody, so the main
theme of our meetings (a nd
the constitution) was to

increase student power and
representation without becoming too rigid as to stifle any
radical change in student's
attitudes about the school and
their role in it.
" At the Student Senate
meeting of Fabruary 8th, the
Senate voted to send a letter of
recommendation to Student
Fees and Allocations that they
transfer $200 of Senate travel
funds to contractual (publicity)
in order that we may buy space
to publish the entire constitution in the PRINT. Until we get
the word to go ahead and
· publish, things will be delayed .
However, once we get the
document to the students, we
intend to hold a referendum on
it, and hopefully ,· ifit's passed,
the Senate can begin a higher
level of representation for
students in all areas of the UNI
community."

London Professor Hosted by Ace
·and Unguistics Club
"

by John Barnitz
Northeastern's
Association
for , Childhood Education arid
the Linguistics Club joined
forces to sponsor a two and
one-half hour slide lecture and
discussion by a British professor.
Dr. Elise Steiner, University
of London , spoke before
hundreds of N o rtheastern
students and faculty last
Tuesday in the new classroom
building cafeteria at 1 p.m.
Officers of both clu bs and
Dr . Mary Louise
Burger,
chairman of Early Childhood
Education, served as masters of
ceremonies.
Entitled Language Acquisition in Young Children, the
lecture was widely attended by
majors and faculty in Education, Linguistics, Psychology,
Speech, and Literature.
Officers of both ACE and the

Linguistics Club agreed that
"this is the way clubs on
campus should function, providing interdisciplinary activities that will benefit the entire
Northeastern Community."
As principal lecturer in
Education and head of the
Department of Nursery Education , Elise Steiner has lectured
in many parts of Europe.
Dr. Steiner is in the United
States for two months in order
to visit nursery schools and
kindergartens, and to explore
research projects in early
childhood education and
language acquisition.
Through the medium of
slides, the open classroom of
British nursery schools was
brought to life before the
Northeastern audience:
The tattlers
erected
a
high-rise apartment building
with assorted bricks; created a
child size airplane out of

PHOTOGRAPHY
by Stuart Weinstein
EXPERIENCED CANDID PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

CALL S39-1S92 (Evenings)
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ume Miss I Ittle
Mouse" to a pet mouse as he
contently listened in his mouse
house; and taught a Snoopy
dog puppet to paint, making
him an apron, even though his
guardian refused to wear one.
"I n the British open school,"
Dr . Steiner related, "the re is a
great care for aesthetics, a

uuxe~; 1edu

great deal of display and
creativity. "
Elise Steiner has made ma'n y
contributions to the field of
Early Childhood Education :
The Plowden Report and
Nursery Education, The Nursery Idea, and Schoolmaster (a
series of articles on early stages
in education).

Steiner ' s pre se nt' re sea r c h
interests lie in the child 's
acquisition of language. Thu s
Steiner ' s presentation had
interdisciplinary appeal. ACE
and Lingustics Club officers
said , ." The get together was
successful because w e attracted so many students from
many differ ent academic
fie lds"

Bail Project
felony . The reasoning behind
by A. Sue Straus
Next trimester Dr. Ron GI ick,
associate professor of Sociology at UNI will institute an
experimental bail project program. Three cred it hours will
be given under independent
study . Some books will be
suggested or required as well
as volunteer work in one
area of the Cook County Bail
Project.
Volunteer work for the project includes office work and
interviewing and verifying
information of accused people .
The information gathered by
the volunteer defense for the
defendant is confidential and
will be used only to show the
judge hearing the bail case
why the defendent should be
given lower bail or released on
an I bond. An I bond is the
release of a person on that
person 's signature.
In the past I bonds were
infrequently used . Since the
formation of the Alliance to
End Repression 2 years ago I
bonds have started to be used
more often.
Carol Leif, recruiter for the
project, said at the February
6th meeting, "As of now we
only work at felony and
misdemeanor branches of
Holiday Court. Originally we
worked for just misdemeanor.
We were then given the option
of working in either women's
·.cov rt o, felony. Our chose was

our decision was that more
people needed help in getting
bail lowered or I bonds granted
in felony."
Leif added that sexism, in
this case, works for the benefit
of women . Although many of
the arrests of women are on
prostitution charges, 75%
according to Leif, women arP
more apt to be released on I
. bonds .
Carol
Leif noted
that
· Winston Moore, warden of
Cook County Jail was against
the project when it started,
assumingly , according to Leif ,
because he did not suggest it
himself. He has now added a
new proposal to the project.
This proposal would extend
service ·10 a daily basis and to
later include work at women 's
court. If this service goes into
effect, now projected to begin
March 1st, only traffic court
will not be covered .
" Some judges are alright
folks but · most have to be
persuaded . This is why we
serve purely as a defense rather
than as an advisory group. For
if we did not call families or
present another side to the
accused person , that person
would have no one on his
side," Carol said.
Basic needs of the Cook
County Bail Proiect are for
records to be kepi on return
rates of accused people, and
for more lawyers to be

rpcruited to voluntepr. Tlw
return rates are necessary in
order for eva luations to be
made to the federal govprnnwnt . The federa l governnwnt
has just relPased m o ney for tllP
project to continue its work for
this year.
Leif said, " Although we are
trying to change the system we
ca n not forget that to be
effective we must be a part of
that system. "

Debate
Teatn NetM~
On
February
2-3, tlw
DEBATE TEAM competed in a
junior varsity tournament
hosted by the University of
Iowa. Unfortunately , victory
was not within our reach .
The team of Dan Borschke
and Bob Luginbill suffered
their first crushing defpat of
72-73 season . The 1-5 record
was disappointing for Bob ai1d
Dan. HowevPr, they lost 4 of
their rounds by less than 2
points . This is an indication of
how well they did in overall
speaker points Dan earned 118,
while Bob l:aroed 130 speakPr
points.
Right now Bob and Dan are
working on a new affirmative
,·ase. ·If anyone would like to
help them, come downstairs to
f.-20 and lend a helpNlg hand!!!
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-Parking Structure
At right is a copy of a letter sent by the- PRI NT staff to Governor
Walker, urging him to release money for an eight story parking
structure , PRI NT is concerned with the bad community relations
our inad equate parking has caused _ The University at present is
negotiating two different settlements , One in acquiring land at
Parental Hom e to fournish surface parking and other is to ask the
new Govern or to reconsider the states pos iti on on parking
structures,
The community will only be happy with the second solution_
Though surfa ce parking is cheape r there is a great deal of land
wasted , We urgt- our readers in the interests of the University and
the community to write Governor Walker ask ing for a parking
structure ,

Commentary:

The Nixon Budget
by Paul Froehlich
Nixon's budget for - fiscal
has elicited intense
reactions , House Speaker Carl
Albert said, " It's a big business
budget that lea,,es out the
common man ," The New York
Times ed itorially ca lled it " ruthless on social programs ,"
And in a letter to the Daily
News a women worried that
" programs for human needs
will be slaughtered but the fat
' military bull will be spared ," Let's look at the budget to
see if the c riticisms •ar e
justified , Fi(st, Nixon proposes
to limit spending to $268,7
billi o n, up $18,7 billion or
7,5% from a year earlier, the
fifth largest rise sin ce WW IL
Hardly the pennypin c hin g
budget Nixon portrays ,
Second, the " human resou rces " sha re of the budget is
co ntinuing to grow and is
targeted at 46 ,7% for 197 4, up
near ly 10 percentage points
from 1970, In comparison ,
national defense, th o ugh increas in g by $4 ,2 billi o ns over
1973, will compri se only 30 ,2%
of tota l outlays, down from
-45% of the bud_get in 1968 ,
Perhaps $81 billi on for
defe nse is exorbita nt anyway ,
but most of the hike is for the

1974

salaries to attract a volunteer
army , a cause most male
students should support further, the Pentagon ' s annual
investment in facilities and
hardware is down to $23 ,6
billion from $33 ,1 billion in

Governor Daniel Walker
State Capita l
Dear Governor Walker :
The parking situation at Northeastern has become intolerable ,
Inadequate parking has forced students to park in the neighborhood , and this has impaired good community relation s
with the people in the neighborhood ,
At present we see the only adequate solution as an eightstory parking structure which the last state administration
t~rned down , We realize that such structures on live-in colleges
have become a burden on the state, but Northeastern is a commuter college and in its urban sett in g is in di re need of such a
structure _ This student body ca n not afford to f inance its own
parking structure ,
The PRI NT as the student newspaper endorced your ca ndidacy
for Govern or_ Many others on this cam pus were " Walker
Walkers", "Wa lker Talkers ," and " Walker Workers" all because
they beli eved you were a " man of the people ," PRI NT urges
your administ ration to address itself to this most urge nt need ,
Sincerely,
The PR INT
Northeastern Illinoi s University
5500 N , St Loui s
Chicago, Illinois 60625

these Model Cities and Urban
Renewal projects are notorious
for aiding builders , bankers,
and developers, and not the
poor, Also, subsidies paid to
farmers not to plant are bing
reduced, Impacted school aid
1968,
and the Hill-Burton hospital
And, contrary to the furious
funds are being cut Othe r
reactions of critics that defense
programs of dubious value are
is going up at the expense of
bing eliminated , These include
social programs , human reFederal Aid to Libraries, The
sources program s are proposed
Community Action Program,
to rise in 1974 more than the _ the JOBS program, and the
defense sector (8,06% vs ,
Emergency Employment Act
6 ,o6%J
_
This last program was designed
Though the 1974 budget is
to provide jobs for the
in creas ing at a rate about the , disadvantaged , but states and
same
as
that
of
the
cities have been using the
Kennedy-Johnson years , Nixon
funds to employ people whom
is trying to prevent the
they would otherwise have
increase from burgeo ning out
employed out of their own
of control, If he ca n' t restrain
funds , and the poor have been
spend ing, then either more
ignored ,
taxes or more inflation will
Mu ch of the Great Society
result To avoid that dilemma
program , like its New Deal
he proposes to strengthen th~
forerunner, has been a costly,
flabby administration of the
miserab le, failure , in some
fastest growing part of the
cases actually harming the
budget , th e Gr ea t Soc iety
people it was designed to help _
programs _
As it becomes obvious to all
Among tho se pro grams
but true believers that liberals
being pared ba ck are many
don ' t have all th e answers to
eminently deservin g of t hei r
our probl em s, the time is ripe
fate , For exam ple, Ni xon has
for moderate auste rity and firm
frozen t he funds for subsid ized
ret renchm ent
housing programs , Many of

I

Project Succ~ss:
At Last
A Guest Editorial
by Saundra Taylor
was supposed to write an
article on what goes on in this
university, but I think the
world is much more fun,
Sunday (exactly one day
after the so-ca lled end of the
war) I was looking at my
fav9rite show, M.A.S. H. It's
one of the few shows to see at
7:00 p,m , on Sunday_ Anyway,
I got to thinking about the
show and the war and the boys
that die in this wonderful
conflict, The theme song is
really quite ni ce, It's , called
" Sui cide is Painless _"
But just think about it, the

conflict is over (for now) and
all our fighting men can come
home, To what?
Shortage of housing, crime,
blood shortages , raise in food
costs, bussing ids , higher taxes ,
apathy, genocide, air pollution,
wage freezes, teacher strikes
pill
heads,
acid
freaks'
revolution , integration, assassi~
nation, no-fault divorce, college entrance reduction shortage of nurses, over-abu~dance
of doctors, lack of heating oil, ,
bad transportation, and peace ,
To a trained (Killer) Soldier_
Suicide is Peace,

***********
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PARKING
(Cont'd. from page 1)
As for land use Bill Lieneman
said, "We will keep open land
at the Parental School for
recreational purposes. We have
_told the Board of Ed that we
_intend on operat ing the
Parental School. " Ben Morton
Executive Officer of the Board
of Governor's. on this point, "I
feel as a matter of assurance to
you,
as
the
Board
of
Governor's we cou ld outline
the planned use of land for the
record, but this would not be
absolutely binding if the whole
Board turned over.
As for getting a parking
structure Morton said, " In my
honest judgement we will not
be able to build a parking
structure. Our chances of
getting the land are considerably better. I have filed a
complete description of this
whole situation, and have
asked for an appointment with
the Governor.
" But this state has taken the
position that they aren't going
to take _a ny part of building a
parking structure. If they made
an exception for Northeastern
3 or 4 other colleges would
immediately make equal demands .
"So I see the acquisition of
land (at Parental) as perferable
to the parking structure. At
least here we are in a viable
negotiating process."1
Je rry Spec t,er from the
H ollywood -N ort h · Park Improvement Assoc., asked ;
" How much was invested in
planning the 8-story parking
structure when it looked like
the state· would go in that
direction?""100.000
dollars "
Skvarla provided. " Then 'I
think, '' Specter said, " That this
is a good point to bring up to
Governor Walker, in view of
the fact that the University has·
already invested $100,000 in a
parking stru cture ."
" We want to do whatever we
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Sachs said, " We are in a
ca n do whatever we can do the
period where higher education ·
fastest," replied Sachs.
is not going to expand in the
They then discussed how
state." To that R~ p . Bernard
such a parking structure could
Wolfe said, " This University is
be connected to a main thorstilf short about 60 acres
ough-fare so as not to causes a
compared to the other state
major traffic problem. The
sch_ools. "We are not talking
co mmunity in c lud ed as a
about a small state college
possible approach, " To have a
anymore, but a university."
new driveway from Foster to
Spector said, " We can see
extent Central Park Avenue to
the handwriting on the wall. In
the new parking structure ."
a couple of years the Parental
Such a roadway would make it ·
School will discontinue its
much easier to go through
programs . The
way
it's
campus. But it would be
operated it would be less
difficult to convince the city to
expensive to send some of
build such a winging road and
those boys to an all boys
consider it a public street.
school in Switzerland. The
Nick Mess ina asked to be
community would rather see
present at any meetings where
the land sold to
some
the issue was discussed.
developers to put up some
Morton said, " I will ask that
plush apartment buildings and
you meet with Governor
the University to hold to its
Walker with me, if you extend
present campus. It would be
the same offer when your
more consistent to the thinking
appointment comes up."
of the community."
Sachs said "There have been
To this Sachs said , " I know
many commitments made to
of one type of development
the Community, how about a
that would b~ very inconsistent
commitment from you? You
to the thinking of this
(,jln not hold the addition to
community." At which Spector
the student union as hostage
replied: "Well, this community
until you get action from the
has fought that type of housing
Governor. The students are
in the past and will continue to
entitled to a student union. "
do so."
Bill Lieneman added , Two
Charles Sklavanitis from the
years ago the community said
City Development and Planthey were opposed to the
ning Commission spoke, " The
University ' acquiring a resChicago Plan Commission
idence at Bernard and Bryn
delayed approval of the
Mawr for such a purpose. That
Commuter Center addition so
we should build the Commuter
that the community_ could
Center on the existing camdiscuss their problems with the
pus."
·
University. This has been done,
"YeS', but we all thought that
and I think some commitments
the state would release fu nd s
have been made o n both sides .
for a parking structure at the
The Chicago Plan (ornrnission
time," said Jerry Spector.
is not against the Commuter
Mrs. Zeamore Ader from the
Center Addition, the staff has
Hollywood-North Park Imrecommended its approval.
prove. Assn. " Is it possible that
However there was a need to
state planners may wish to
sit down and discuss these
expa nd N6rtheastern on a ·state
probles m. " O n the Commuter
leveP We wish to have no
Center Ben Morton said, " The
more increased e nrol lment
Board of Governor's has a
even if you acquire additional
c om mitm ent to build th e
land. "
Commuter Genter. "

Mr. Jack Brody.

From Soup To Books
by

Rita Harmata

Perhaps one of the most
interesting yet unknown of
Northeastern 's employees is
Jack Brody. For the 4th year
now, Mr. Brody sits at the exit
of the library to insure that no
student mistakenly walks out
with one of the library's books.
A traveling salesman and
businessman for a number of
years, Mr. Brody . has been to
every state in the continental
· United States . After he retired
from the sales business, he
took
the
job
at
UNI
occasionally enrolling in some
courses. For a time last year,
he was an exchange studept at
the University of Puerto Rico.
Mr. Brody has one son living
in Paris, another in Afghanistan, a third in California, and
a total
of
three gra-nd
daughters.
He enjoys researching time-related history . For instan ce,
everyone knows that in 1492
Columbus discovered America.
But what was happening in all
the other countries of the
world at that time7
Also interested in food
c hemistry, Mr. Brody patented
the recipe for Mrs. Crass Soup
while in the sp ice business in
1938.
Many students take on a

negative attitude toward Mr.
· Brody, like he's part of a
Gestapo, but hes only trying to
do his job. And pleasant or
not, there is a need for this job,
considering the number of
books missing each year,
which UNI does not have·
funds to replace. Students can
make things a lot easier for Mr.
Brody if they just took the
consideration and allowed him
to do his job, instead of trying
to rush past him thru the door.
Mr. Brody feels less of a
generation gap than other
people his age, since he's
around students so much . Yet
he believes they are the lucky
ones because today youth is
chosen above brain power.
Once a certain age is rea c hed,
even though the mind is there ,
more than likely the up and
corning young will be preferred.
He also suggests that new
students be given a more
thorough explanation of library
procedures and facilities, suc h
as th e purpose of validating ID
cards.
Well, there he is! How many
of you have ever taken th e
time to say he llo to him - o r
any of th e other fasc inating
people quietly doing their job
- at UNI or anyw here7 Try it
so m et im es
you ' d
be
surprised with the resu lts '!'

I

Israeli Witness to Munich
Massacre To Speak
in Chicago Feb. 21

Park Scene by Jack Chellem.

Paid ad
The Social Therapist Graduate Training Program is now
being offered by Fo rest Hospital Postgraduate Center in
Des Plaines , Illinoi s. This experiential trainin g program
prepares college graduates for paraprofessional ca reers in
the Mental Health Field . The 6 month curriculum
includes 14 weeks of in stru ction ~n psychopathology,
group and individual counseling syst~ms, plus a 10 week
internship within various mental health facilities. The
graduates of the program then have .available the
Postgraduate Center Placement Service. Upon
completion of the program, nine hours of graduate credit
in Psychology from Northeastern Illinois University are
awarded. For further information call Ms. Veronica Haid
at Forest Hospital Postgradyate Center, (312) 827-8811,
extension 27 4.

Dr. Shaul Ladany , who
served on the Israeli Olympic
track team will speak on " The
Munich Olympic Massacre"
when he visits Ch icago on
Wednesd ay, Feb. 21 .
Dr. Lad any , will speak before
the
Masada ,
th e
youth
movement of the Zionist
Organizat ion of Chicago, at
7 :30 p .m . at the Mayer and
Ann Kaplan Zionist Beth Am ,
6326 N. California. He will also
speak earlier that afternoon
before the student body of the
Ida Crown Ac ademy, Pratt and
Californ ia. His appea ran ces in
Ch icago are sponsored by the
Zionist Organization of America.

Dr. Ladany's track specialty
is walking. He has broken both
the United States and -world
records for the SO-mile walk,
and in 1970 and 1971 won the
annual London to Brighton
Walk . H e has represe nted
Israel at th e 19th Olympic
Games in Mexi co and the 20th
Games in Munich, as well as
the Seventh and Eight World
Macabia Games in track and
field .
Born in Belgrade, Dr. Ladany
spent his boyhood in the
Bergen Belsen co ncentratio n
camp. He em igrated to Israel
in 1948, at the age of 12. In
1968 he received his Ph .D .

degree from Columbia University in business administration ,
majoring in production m an- ·
agement and operations researc h. The year before, he
participated in the Six-Day
War.
Dr. Ladany is a consultant to
va ri ous l s;ae l econom ic, financial , and engin eering corporations. In 1970, he was a visiting
professor for the summer term
at Rutgers University .
Dr. Ladany's visit to Chicago
is in conju n ction . with the
forth coming 75th anni versary
c elebrat ion of the Zio ni st
Organization of Chicago .

Adventure in Israel
You can experience a
adventure in Israel. Live and
learn in a kibbutz-Work at an
archaeological dig-Study at
an Israeli university, etc.Pick your choice of time
a summer - a year - to a
lifetime.

For full details come to the
Aliyah for Youth Night of the
Zionist Organization of Chicago, and its Masada Youth
-Movement at the Mayer and
Ann Kaplan Zionist Beth Am,
6326 N. California, Sunday
eve., 7 ~.M., February 18th.

There w.ill be a new slide
program
and
movie
on
Americans in Israel, plus
resource people to answer all
your questions .
For further informationc call
973-3232.
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JAMBALAYA
by roseann podraza·

by Cathy )ones
Comments and activities worth noti_
ng:

In a recent statement on the Supreme Court's abortion ruling,
an incensed Right to Lifer exclaimed, " Those murderers
(pro-abortionists) should have their office bombed. " Is the
listening public to interpret this as meaning · that mothers
shouldn't have the right to rule over their own bodies, but that the
people who are brought into the world should have Jhe right to
decide who should live or die if other people don 't agree with
them?
* * *
Al so on the abortion issue, Judge Covelli was heard to say, "If
women don' t want to get pregnant they shouldn't do those things
_that make them get pregnant. " Well it's about time our decision
makers got around to acknowledging celibacy and homosexuality
as alternatives to the great white straight way!
* * *
Or -have you heard the one about our Spring/Summer course
book that states, "The University maintains adequate par.king
facilities for students at the west end of the campus . To maintain
good relations with. the community and to insure converlinet
parking for the faculty and staff, all students are asked to observe
the following regulations :
1. . .. If all student parking areas are filled and on-the-street is
necessary, use only the south side of Bryn Mawr Avenue and the
west side of St. Louis Avenue.
2. Under no circumstances are students to park in areas
reserved for faculty and staff .
. . . Students who violate these parking regulations will be
subject to disciplinary action .
Now which university president said that "Students will not be
treated as second-class citizens?"
* * *
Please note : UNl's Alumni Association through its Speakers
Forum presents Ben Full~tt, a tax expert, to speak next
Wednesday, Feb . 21st on "Filling Out Your Income Tax Return the
Correq Way ." Pat Szymczak, Alumni Coordinator tells me that
there will be a question and answer period following the
discussion, to give personal assistance . Members of th'e UNI
community are invited to attend. It's at 7:30 p.m . in the North
Dining Hall. 'Donation is $1 .00.

Greetings! I am · glad to be
getting comments and suggestions from you on my column .
I hope more of you will tell me
what you'd like me to serve .
Please read the recipe over a
few times before preparing it.
It's a lot easier to follow . This
week we're back to the old
stove to prepare a Creole dish
- Jambalaya .
Jambalaya Recipe
. 2 medium chopped onions
1 med. chopped_ green
pepper
1 clove garlic crushed
1 bay leave
1 teaspoon salt
a Tablespoon cooking oil
1 ½ cups raw reg . brown rice
1 can (lb .) stewed tomat9es
2 cans (14 Oz .) chicken
broth*
3/ 4c. Rhine Wine or other .
white wine
1 to 2 cups diced cooked
ham
1 to 2 cups diced cooked
chicken or turkey
Combine all the ingredients
except ½ cup of the Rhine
Wine, ham and turkey, (or
chicken) in a large pan or
skillet. Bring the mixture to a
boil, while stirring it; Jower the
heat, cover the pan and let
simmer about 45 mins., stirring
. occasionally . Remove the
cover, stir in the ham and
turkey (chicken); cook the
mixture uncovered about 10 to
15 mins. longer or until the rice
is tender. Remove the Jambalaya mixture from the heat and
stir in the remaining Rhine
Wine. Garnish with chopped
parsley or shredded Parmesean

RENAISSANCE CONCERT
The Collegium Musicum of
Northeastern Illinois Univer. sity, under the direction · of
William Schutt, will be giving a
concert of English Renaissance
musi c this coming Monday,
February 19, at 8:00 p.m. in the
lower lounge of the Science
Building. A variety of ensembles within this student group
will be performing music of the
composers of England from the

17th and 18th centuries
including : brass intradas by
Locke for sackbuts and
cornets ; madrigals by Morley
and Dowland
for
vocal
emsemble (under the direction
of Ian GellerJ; fantasias by _
Locke and Tomkins for strings
and recorder, and strings
alone ; and dances by Taverner,
Byrd , Holborne, Parsons and
Adson for recorders, krummhorns and percussion - some

of which will be interpreted by
Orchesis dancers (under the
direction of Marjorie Hobley) .
All students , faculty, staff,
family and friends are invited
to attend this unusual and
interesting d i splay of the
musical aspect of life in·
England during the Renaissance. Admission · is free . If
there are any questions,
contact Heather Marinello at
X561 .

'

the local politicia~s, and also
informed me to be careful
when traveling to destinations
unknown. When we finally
arrived at the station I paid my
fare and went into the station .
The station seemed to be
very hec,tic around lunch time.
Since my train was leaving in
QUICK RESCUE : Hunting
15 minutes. I didn' t -get a bite
Headless Chickens (episode 2),
to eat. When I finally reached
the . Journey
the train the conductor showed
Checking my weekender
me my seat and told me my
bag for the little necessities I
stop would be Lichfield.
take for a weekend visit, like
The train ride took about 5
my 20 hair rollers , day cream,
hours to complete. During the 5
and night cream. I made
hours, the statement the cab
doubly sure I had my ultra sexy
driver said to me played on my
toothpaste in the bag and also
mind - destination unknown!
my compact mouth freshner to
I was disturbed once from this
use on this exciting adventure .
"train of thought'.' by the
Thank goodness for the 12" by
waiter serving sandwiches on
18" make-up compartment in
the train .
the bag. I do so want to look
Shortly I would arrive to this
good when hunting headless
unknown
destination and meet
chickens . Marking the check
my guide Big Father. I
list that the bag · was checked ,
wondered
what
he'd
be like, if
the oven shut off, and my
there were others also hunting
friends knew my where-abouts
headless chickens, and where
for the weekend , I locked the
would I be staying? And soon
door. ·
I'd find out.
Flagging the first cab I told
Stay tuned to the same
him to drive me to the ,
paper, same day to find out
Dearborn Station . The cab
the Meeting!
driver talked casually about
the weather, the problems with
if you want. Mal<es 8 to 10
servings .
*If you use chicken in the
Jam_balaya take the water you
use when you boiled the
chicken and use it as a
supplement for the chicken
broth.

WRN-E
. RADIO NORTHEASTERN
640
on Your Dial ··

CCAB PRESENTS

·CHICAGO IN THE WAR
REVEREND ·BILL HOGAN
1 :00 Classroom Cellar
Coffeehouse
Tuesday -- Feb. 20

WIN A FREE ALBUM
The Ne.w Coffee House
•

,,_

IN THE CLASSROOM BUILDING ·NEED A NEW
NAME.

A BALLOT BOX WILL BE AT THE

ENTRANCES WEDNESDAY, FEB. 14 TO 16th.
FIRST PRIZE IS AN A LBUM ·oF YOUR CHOICE.

Midwest's finest ski re·
sort, 11 runs, 465 foot
vertical drop. 2 chai rlifts, the World's finest sno-making sy st em .
135 room facility accommodates 850, includ"s ~ki
shop. t h eat re , ga m e room , bars, restaurants, sauna,
indoor pool, live weekend entertainment.

,

3 DAY, 2 NIGHT,
S N EA K · AWA Y

$ 4 9 SQ
•

per pers.

Al. 9cc.

' INCLUDES: LIFT FEES-5 MEALS-2 SKI LESSONS
LODGI NG- SUN.- THURS.-i-JOL I OAYS EXCLUDED
CHICAGO (312) 456-1161
GALENA (1315) 777-1320
CHESTNUT MT. LODGE
QALENA, ILL 61036
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Co1eman; Night Jot> That's .No Bum
Deal
.
,,

'

•
by ATOna Arbus
The floor director's hand
raises quickly above the
camera . His fi ngers , with
clockwork precision , begin to
countdown 5, 4, 3, ... a voice
resound s throughout the stu.dio.
" ... We' ll return with more
n ews and John Coleman ' s ·
forecast, as Eyewitness News
con'tinues ."

Moments later a well
groomed , pl e asant looking
man enters the studio , large
maps and posters in hand. The
large room is suddenly filled
with
the
liveliness
and
easygoing style that John Coleman , Channel 7' s weather
forecaster , brings into millions
of Chicagoans' homes nightly.
By the time the viewing
audience has heard what's in
store for thelJl weatherwise,

Mr . Coleman is halfway
through his typical yet exciting
work day.
His routine begins at 2 p.rn.,
when upon arriving at ABC-TV
on State Street, Mr. Coleman
begins to process the weather
maps which are used in his
forecast. The teletype, which is
frequently forty of fifty feet
long, also aids in composing an
up-to-the-minute weather picture .

p
E s

the philosophical impli cations
than average vibes - at least
Within this year I will •
of psi phenomena, and he
until she got to my reading,
marry a heavy-set man with a
discussed the late psychic and
which data is summarized
squairsh face , straight brown
mystic Edgart Cayce , who
above - \ and her percentage
hair, the initials M or L, and an
whil e in trance state related in
of hits picked up again after it.
inclination to laziness . A
partial answer to the question
Don't misread me - I have
daughter' will be born within
of the purpose of existence,
nothing against massive Marthe year, I also learned from
that people are reincarnated
vins or lazy Ludwigs. But a kid
Miss Ruth , a psychic who
many times into this world to
has to get herself born by the
conducted readings here last
learn many things, but most of
end of the year, which means
Thursday. Althou gh I have
all to learn to love.
I've got to find and overcome
made plans to go to Europe
Another source Severson
revulsion to the creep within
with the Pl E Art-Literature
drew from was the highly
the _ next three mbl)ths ! The
Study Tour in May, Miss Ruth
controversial material alleged
woman sitting next to me, who
saw no travel in store for me in
by Jane Roberts, a New York
is also planning to tour with
the near future .
ps~1 chic,
to
have
come
the PIE group in May, was told
The occasion was a lecture
mediumisti.cally through her
by Ruth that she would "spend
and demonstration session on
from a personality calling itself
a vacation in France of
psychic phenomena presented
Seth . Seth claims to be not a
Germany, with a lot of people,
jointly by Northeastern 's Parafragment of Ms . Roberts'
maybe a tour." Bingo, Ruth!
psychology Club and the
consciousness, but an indeOn my honeymoon-with Fattie,
Illinois Center for Parapsychopendent being on another
I'll think of you .
logical Research , a non-profit
plane of existen c e , where
Slightly more objectively ,
research corporation backed
concepts exist that thi s planet's
so me of Ruth's gu esses about
by UNl 's p~ychology departlanguage cannot describe. The
the various audience volunment. The existence of both of
philosophy Seth has been able
teers could have been shrewdly
these groups is indicative of
to communicate, or at least the
deduced from the phrasing of
the ever-growing interest in
examples cited by Severson ,
the questions : If a person asks
extra-sensory perception (ESP)
seem to be a refreshing
if she will work professionally
and related phenomena, often
reworking of concepts we have
with retarded 9-year-olds with
loosely grouped as " psi "
known
about all
along . . blue eyes, and then admits to
phenomena .(pronounced like
Severson concluded from these
being a special ed major , it is
" sigh" ).
,
.
and other sources that the
fairly sure she's pretty well
Dave Techter and Paul
simplest explanation . for psi
made up her mind . But mu c h
Severson also spoke to some
phenomena is that we are all
of · Ruth's
material · was
100 students and community
joined in some way - whether
impressively specific, uncannipeople in one of the Science
it is called universal brotherly accurate: A ,student asked if
Building's lecture halls. Techter
hood , the Oversoul , or the
her sister would succeed in
is associate editor of FATE
Spiritus Mundi.
theater. Ruth said she thought
Magazine, the largest r/opular
· But strictly entertainmentof legs flying and asked if t_he
magazine treating of the
wise, Ruth's demonstration was
sister was a dancer. The sister
various psi manifestations .
the high point of the evening.
is an actress , but the student
Among these are psyc hokineRuth Berger uses handwriting
herself dances. An informal
sis , the power to move things
specimens or speech contacts
panel session followed, fielding
without touching th em , or
to tune in to her clients, and
random ' questions from thE'
" mind over matter", precogn•ishe gives a good show . She
audien ce.
tion, ·or foreknowledge of
seemed to be getting better
events and information by
extra-sensory means ; and
•
clairvoyance, mysterious vision
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
of things n~t present. Techter
gave a short history of psychic
20% discount with UNI 1.0.
research , which term he prefers
to parapsy c hology , tracing
from the early investigatio_ns of
3407 Bryn Mawr
spiritualism in the latter part of
the 19th century, through the
LUNCH EON SPECIALS
statisti ca l c omp i l at'ions on
un explainable phenomena at
Duke University in the 1930's,
to th e state of th e research in
t he U.S. and throu ghout the
SPAGHETTI WITH
1/2 FRIED CHICKEN
world today . Rather impressive
SAUSAGE or MEAT BALL
$1.40
are th e open-minded researc h$1.40
es bein g undertaken in th e
U .S.S. R , w here pho tograph s
have do cum ented fields sim il ar
BAR-B-QUE CHICKEN
to el ec tromagnet ic forc e f ield s
DINNE R
su rrou nd in g hu m ans, p lants ,
$1.60
and an·irn als, whi ch cor resT
pond to. the "aura" s_poken of
by mystics.

CARLO'S PIZZA & RESTAURANT

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

u:Plit-i•Ui

Pau l Severson in vo lves hi rnselt w , ~ a group interested in
par , f, . c hology centered at
North ~hore -Un i tari an Chu rch
near Deerfield. His topic was

@Ul•tti

HOME MADE LASAGNA

SHRIMP DINNER

$2.00

$2.20

H .,.t

Pizza, whole or slice
Open Daily 11 am - 12 Midnight

· After
the
forecast
is
completed , John Coleman
opens himself to the voice of
Chicagoans and reads his mail ,
whi c h ranges from ten to fifty
letters daily . Although fan mail
is a great percentage of the
letters he receives , many are
requests for interviews and
public appearances, which he
seldom accepts .
" Night invitations are always
out, because that's when •I
work," he explains , " but it's no
burn deal working nights! "
About 4 p.m. Mr. Coleman
begins to prepare for the five
o'clock John Drury News. With
the help of an experienced
art .st, maps and colorful
explanations for the weather
are drawn up. He used to do all
the artwork himself, but
because of his heavy workload ,
only the ten o'clock news is
solely his.
It's seven p .m . now and only
the . Flynn-Daily Eyewitness
News at 10 remains . Revision s
are made in the earlier forecast
and soon the whole team
breaks for dinner, only to
return in an hour and prepare
for the final program of the
day.
No, TV news is not all · fun
gam e s althouh
the
1and
Channel 7 news team gives .
that impression with their
spontaneous humor. The competition is fierce and millions
of dollars are at stake for the
television station . Although

. thi s seems to put pressure o n
the t am John Co lem an fee ls
none.
" I don' t fee l the pressure: I
have to develop a . m ental
block I just can' t think
about it whenever I go o n.
Som.etimes if there is pressure,
though , it's becau se someone
from the network · is in th e
studio watching me.
The climb to rea ch th e
position of chi ef cut-up of th e
Channel 7 team wasn ' t an wasy
one, although the desire began
in fifth grade. Whil e studying
at the University of Illinoi s,
John Coleman di scovered he
did weather the best. He was a
we_ath e rman in Champaign ,
Peoria, Omaha ,' and Milwaukee
before coming to Chi cago, and
joining Channel "7 .
" I was hired on stri ctly how I
worked with Fahey , Joel and
Bill. All they cared about wa s
how I appealed to the vi ewing
audience. They didn 't even ask
me if I could read a weath er
map! "
No , John Coleman , Bill
Frink , Fahey Flynn and Joel
Daley never attended sessions
at the Klopfrnan Institute, and
didn't meet in a trench in
World War II. " Actually w e
met in the unemployment
offi ce," John kids .
No matter how or wh en they
got together, John Col em an
was almost an afterthought by
Chann e l 7 exe c utiv es that
cert~inly paid off .
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BUFFE-TERIA

hq&mbo_.

by Jim Feezor

rafiki

A new form of eating has
been added to Northeastern!
No the cafeteria isn't selling
horse meat sandwiches or
pigeon soup . It's a Buffeteria ,
Ta da!!I
The Buffeteria is a combin ation of ~ bugget (help yourself )
by Maliaka Akosua
and a fine restaurant (the kind
There are a number of great people walking through the halls of · that has real table cloths) . the
this university. A lot of them wouldn 't be here if it weren ' t for
basic idea of the Buffeteria is
many of the different " Su ccess" programs we happen to have to give students and faculty a
here. But I think to report on the pros or cons of any one would
complete meal for under two
be but a social outline of campus ·life. If anyone wants to know
dollars .
The menu consists of two
what they are or who runs them or the mechanics of any of them
main dishes, one usually $1 .75
let them go to the people who know because I don' t know, and I
could only give you my opinion .
But, I would like to start this section in the PR INT as a type of
bull etin for all these unsung folks.
We really do have a radio station, and two " Black Brothers" on
it. Why don' t you , nof somebody else, listen to them. They are on
by Cathy Jones
every Tuesday morning from 9:00 to 12:00. Look , it's for you so if
" We'. re a serv ice organizayou don' t listen why should they work to get a show together?
tion , provid i ng service to
There is a very beautiful sister named Ronda D avis. For those of
alums and service to the
us who remember Sabena, she was a friend of hers.
commu n ity. "
Sister Ronda is a poet and a reader of names . She takes your
Sound like a typical Alumn i
anglo - given name and reads into it all sorts of projections from
Association? In a recent PRINT
you vibrations. ie : Afrikaneise .
interview with Al um ni CoordiShe is a part of a company called Doron lnnerpr izes . They do
nator Pat Szymczak, Pat
readings and Black puppet shows, and instruct ions into t he
revea led the reason fo r UN l's
ceremonies of Black life such as Twoings and Threeings. But, if
A lumni Association 's booming
you want to know what all this is qr • what it means and comes
success .
from , come listen to Doron .
" We want to he lp the school
and people that have gone
There is a book coming out of a small effort of of poets from
t hrough sc;hool and gotten an
last year.
education. We wa nt them to
The book will be published from the minds and hearts of Black
feel at home-back at the
students of Northeastern Illinois University. You see, even a little
school .
effort ca n beget something small and wonderful.
"Now service can mean
M ore ca n come.
And more will come.
many things , it can be
Kuum ba can not be bought, or made , or stolen.
. only
scholarships , grants, programs ,
forgotten.
or purchase awards ."
Purchase awards?
The Students of the Bl ac k Heritage club of Northeastern Illinois
" The Association is currently
University are sponsoring an original play " Don 't Call Me, God . I'll
sponsoring an Art Awards
Ca ll You ."
Ce re m o ny to hon or f o ur
The play will be presented in the UNI auditorium, located at
outstan d ing ' A rt students from
5500 No. St. Louis at Bryn Mawr Ave ., on Wednesday and
UNI. What we plan to do is
Thursday ni ghts, February 21 & 22, 1973 at 7:30 P.M . Admission
purchase students' work for the
free.
purpose of donating it to the
Phillip D ani els and Charles Pierce head the large c ast ,
University to display . This way
portray ing Tyro ne and Ru cker Brqwn. Upon discharge from the
we feel that we are helping
great Am eri ca n Servi ce and fa ced with not finding jobs, they
students by cash donations as
purchase and p romo te into a very su cc essful bu siness, " Tuck &
well as providing the UniverTy's Lo unge. " Their dealings with ordinary and extra-ordinary
sity with works of art ."
pro blem s of everyd ay life becomes compounded and compli cated
Pat, a recent graduate of
wh sn Tyron e gets th e m ental and spiritual challenge to go into
Northeastern (April '72 Elementh e Mini stry, som ething he considers not half as cool as running a
tary Education / Psycho logy) bebar. The play ' is exc iting · and filled with action, a definite
gan work as coordinator in
June of last year . She plans
middle-of-th e week pi ck-me-up.
activities for the Association in
For more information call Mrs. Willi e Mae Blakey, 421-5043.
conjun ction with the Board of
Directors , which is composed
of alums elected by alums in a
general election . (The first was
held March 1971). Board
membership is entirely vo lunto take this course. It will fill
teer .
Sovi et Literature in translayou in on many interesting
Following through on th ei r
ti o n is being offered fo r the
aspec ts of Sovi et culture as
phil osophy o f service, t he
sp r i n g t r i m es t e r . I t ' s an
well as giving you th e excell ent
A lumni Assoc iation puts out a
interesting course t hat dea ls
literature of Ru ss ian writers.
new sletter to 7,Q00 UNI alum s,
with co n te mp ora ry Sov i et
Mr s. Fri edman will b e
as w ell as , holdin g Annu al
writers in Engli sh t ranslatio n.
teachin g t he Sp ring section
Al l-Sc hool p icnics, a top ical
The cou rse wi ll incl ude fou r
and prom ises an enl ighten in g
Speake rs For u m , and
is
featu re length fi lms whic h w ill
and interesti ng experie nce. The
c ur re n t l y i nvestig a t in g the
deal with the socia l, historica l
course wi ll be offered M o n.,
possi bil i ty of offering scho larand inte llectual aspects of
W ed. and Fr i. at 11 and 12.
sh ips and grants to NortheastRu ssi a. The films wil l aid in
Soviet literatu re co nsists of
ern students .
f illin g the color and tone of
eight weeks of study and is
One of the mo re recent
Soviet li fe .
l isted as 24-202 Russ i an
deve lop m e nt s i s " Mini - U ",
If you don' t have a Russ ian
Literature in Translatio n II .
whi ch is a non-c_red it cou rse
bac kground . DON 'T be afraid
offered at a mi nim al cost. This
trimester Min i-U offe red a
course in As tro logy and one in
First Aid .
" We dec ided to test out tw o
courses to see how t hey we nt .
T he r es p o n se
h as
b een
Forming
fa ntasti c. W e hope to expand
th e program in the coming
trimesters to include a wid er
Contact Joe Hall x8204
vari ety of topics. "
A strology is taught by
All Gay . People Welcome!
Maryann Gall, a '60 grad from
Meetings Will Be Held Off Campus
Northeastern and a member of
the Board of Directors . First
Aid is taught by Jack Holt, qlso

KUUMBA-CREATIVITY

and the other $1.95. Included
with one main dish, is all the
stuff you can carry on two
plates in. one trip past the
cashier . That is to say you have
a choice of about fourteen side
dishes . Which include different
kinds of bread , potatoes,
vegetables, salads etc ., etc. ,
etc. A cold plate is also
available for $1.40.
After helping yourself to a
stomach full of delicious items
you walk up to the beautiful ,
sexy cashier and hand over less
than $2 . No tax, extra charges
or anything.
Walking into the adjoining

section ·(the old faculty lunch
room) one enters what appears
to be a high class restaurant.
The tables are nicely laid ~ut
i~ settings for two or four
patrons . With beautiful white
table cl oths and individual
place settings with real metal
utensils and salt & pepper
shakers. A neat folded napkin
sits on the left hand side of the
place mat. And a clean glass
(real glass) and coffee · cup sit
waiting for use. To top it off a
ta ll vase sits on each table with
a colorful " plastic" flower.
(We.II you can' t have eve rything!)

Alumni Increases Involvement
a UN I grad (70), and a member
of our security department.
Jack's course is offered free
because of a Red Cross ruling
on suc h .
Also in the planning stages is
the "Theater Party Group"
which would offer discou nt
group rates to alums as we ll as
other members of the UNI
Community.
All graduates of Northeastern as well as last trimester
sen iors are considered alums .
Membersh ip to the Association
is $5 .00 per year, but yearly
cost decreases with the
number of years participating.
General privileges for all
alums include the right to run
for the Board of Directors,
voting privileges in Alumni
affairs , and reception of the
Alumni News and other
communi cations .
Dues pay ing members are
eli gible for the same activities

as general alums, plus library
privi leges, group activity rates
(e.g. theater tickets) , free
admission to Alumni programs,
and others .
When discussing the f uture
of
the
association,
Pat
concl uded, "We're a small but
grow in g operation , we're always open to changes . Muc h
of our success lies with t he
dy namite Board of Directors
and the enthusiastic support of
ou r Executive Council , Tim
O'Connell (President), Greg
Golinski (VP. ), Maryann Gall
(Secretary) and Morrie Sotonoff (Treasurer).
Interested members of the
UNI community are invited to
stop up at C-517 anytime t 9 get
to know more about the
association and its functions .
(Future hom e of t he Alumni
Office will be C-310, where Pat
wi ll move in a few weeks .)

· RUSSIANS GONE
ENGLISH

GAY RAP GROUP

·

I[

this story ain"t true . .. it shoulda been.

PAUL NEWMAN 1n A FtRST ARTIS TS Pr0d uct 1on A JOHN HUSTON Film
·THE LIFE ANO TIM ES OF JUDGE ROY BEAN " · Guest Stars JACQUELINE BISSET
TAB HUNTER · JOHN HUSTON · STACY KEAC H · RODDY McOOWALL
ANTHONY PERK INS · VICTORIA PRINCIPAL · ANTHONY ZERBE and
A VA.,GARONER as L, ly Langt ry
PANAVJSION• · TECHNICOLOR• A National General Pictures Release

(a3

~ j He~r Andy W,lhams s,ng -Marmalade. Molas~ and H<>ney- ori Coiumb,a RKords

I

SEE IT DOWNTOWN AT THE
abc GREAT STATES

STARTS

F"E BRUARY14

UNITED ARTISTS'
RAN0OLPli AT 0IARBO~N
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK: ·

Do You Believe in Total Amnesty.for Draft Evaders?
by our Roving reporter Ted
Rachwal
Ray Bruenning, Senior . Social
Studies major, "I not only
believe in total amnesty, I
think draft evaders should be
rewarded for not participating
in 't he United States corporateracist war in Vietnam. I think
Ni xon's feeble attempt at
forming a brotherhood of
'patrioti c' killers while outcasting dissenters is an outrage!"
William Rink, -Graduate and
Alumni member, " I don 't
believe in any form of amnesty

for draft dodgers. I can not see
how one person who obeys the
draft goes to Vietnam, and
perhaps gets killed, while
another person ·doesn't, and
gets off scott free. I believe
that people have an obligation
to defend . their country. If a
law was passed that gave any
form of amnesty to draft
evaders I would be disappointed. I would feel that the
people that obeyed the law
and went to war would be
c heated. If a person evaded
the draft because he really
believed Vietnam was wrong,
he should accept the . conse-

quences tor disobeying the
law. He is exercising hi s right
of c i vi l disobedience in
accordance wit h hi s conscience . The essence of civi l
disobedience is accepting the
punishment for disobeying the
laws which one feels unjust. "
Nada Pendic, Sophomore
English Secondary Education
major, "Yes, I believe in total
amnesty. I believe that people
shouldn 't be forced to fight a
war that they don' t believe in. I
believe that people who have
friends and relatives (who ca n't
come back because of our

Vincent Canby of the New York Times says:

"THE BEST AND THE MOST ORIGINAL
AMERICAN COMEDY OF ·1972.
As startling in its way
as was •The Graduate~ "
"One of the
year's best _
films!'

"The funniest
film of the
year~•

-Newsweek
- New Yorker
- N.Y. Times

- Paul Ainge .
Circus Magazine

"Best -,
supporting
actress,
Jeannie
Berlin!'

"Best
supporting
actor,
Eddie
Albert!'

-National Society
of Fi im Critics

- N ational Society
of Film C ri tics

present policy) whom they
miss, should band together,
write their congressmen etc.
and bring a change in our
present policy towards draft
evaders."
Ki rill Thompson, Senior,
Philosophy major, "Yes, I
definitely believe in total
amnesty. I think that the
arguments the draft evaders
posed against military serv ice
are legitamate. In regards to
Vietnam , the military claimed
it was performing a d efensive
military task , while rea ll y it
was
fig htin g
to
protect
potential neo-colonial markets.
So as far as I can see, the draft
evaders had every right to
refuse to go and I believe they
should be allowed to come
home."
Craig Wilson, Senior, Spanish major, " I am totally in favor
of complete amnesty. I think it
took a greater amount of
courage to go against the
system and say no, than to . go
with the system and say yes. In
fact they should have some
kind of repatriation similar to
that of the prisoners of war for
draft evaders. I think that
anything less than
total
amnesty is to infer that a
conscie ntiou s non-violent decision is wrong."
Herb Kazan, Graduate Student in History, " I have a lot of
sympat h y f_or people who
deserted and . are now in
foreign countries. If am nesty is
granted,- I would like to see
those who deserted considered
f irst. I don ' t think thfY should
grant amnesty right riow. They
shou ld wait a while . Because
right now Vietnam is still very
much in the news,, and I
believe there shou Id be a
cooling off period before amnesty is granted in the future
because many people got out
of the war and they are not
discriminated against, so why
should our government singlt.

1 r, -·.>- •'

~

Neil Simon's

The Heartbreak
Kid
An Elaine May Film
Stam riq

Charl~s Grodin Cybill Shepherd as "Kelly"Jeannie Berlin Audra Lindley
and Eddie Albert -From a story by Bruce lay Fm..Jm,rn ·Scrc'lmf..'l,1y t,y N,•d Simon
Produced by Edqar

J. Sc henc k Directed by Elaine Ma y · PRINTS BY DELUXE

[O RIGI NAi M O TI ON PIC Tl!R l 5OU N D TRACK AVAILABlt ON COlU MAI A

R[ CtW~j

[pc;l-::
· .'J

MIDWEST PREMIERE FRIDAY FEBRUARY 16
AT BOTH
THEATRES

r@@MIIM'

Bruce Faiersol, Junior, Music
major, " I believe in total
amnesty. I think Vietnam was
an unjust war to begin with.
However, I believe that any
war in which a person doesn 't
wi.sh to fight in shouldn't be
forced upon him . The people
who don't want to go to war
should be given some other
duties to do. For example,
work in hospitals, clea n up all
the litter in o ur c ities etc. I
think the people who didn't go
and f ight in the war didn 't give
in to the pressure that was put
on them by the government. I
don 't think thes e people
should be outcasts from ou r
society because they did what
they believed in ."
Janet Vogel, Junior Spanish
major, "Yes, I be lieve in total
amnesty. While the war was
going on I would say no but
now that we are supposed ly
out I would say yes . The draft
is ended, and they are going to
get an all volunteer army and
to
punish
someone
for
avoiding the draft when at the
present time it no longer exists
makes very littl e sense ."
I know that amnesty is a
very controvers ial issue and I
tried to get many different
opinions in c luded in my
question of the week . I t
happens however that almost
all of the people I interviewed
or tri ed to interview, were i~
favor of amnesty so I cou ldn ' t
get much of a divergence of
opinion this week . I'm su re
many members of the Northeastern community have a
negative view towa rd s amnesty
and if you 'd like to get an
opinion expressed you can
send your comments to the
PRINT office (E-214) by Friday
at 4 :00 P.M . and get them
published.

Your Summer Job
May Hold Possible Credit
Fie ld Experience in HPER
Available to UNI Students
During the Spring-Summer
Trimester.

l\dom<.Jr f' 1ctures lnt, ·rnalionc1I

out one segment of the
population (those who fled the
country) to punish?

During the 16 week
1973
Spring-Summer Trimester the
Physical Education department
is offering the rnurse 84-203
1
Field Experiences in Health
Physical Education , and Re~
creation . This is a three
semester hour course. It is
open to all undergraduate
students at UNJ. The course
involves practical field work in
HPER in summer sc hools , park
districts , settlement houses ,
commun ity
centers,
day
camps , swimming pools , and
various other certified organizations. Those taking the
course will be required to
prepare a paper on the nature
of their work , their aims
objectives, and daily problem~
and experi ences.
If you have a summer jo b in
any of. th ese areas, it may be
possibl e fo r you to obtain 3

hours of elective credit. Other
possibilities exist which may
satisfy the requirements of this
course. If you are interested
see Dr. Waechter in the Gy1~
Office (ext. 480) before you
register.

. Art Awards
Presentation
UNl's Alumni Associ ation
will present an Art Awards
Ceremony on Wednesday
(TODAY), Feb . 14th from 6-8
p.m. on the second floor of the
Scien ce Building .
There will be speake rs at the
ceremony . At 7 :00 awards are
to begin to be given out.
Candidates for the awards are
Su zanne Borg, Philip D . Carlig ,
Patricia Helbig, and Roberta
Steinway .
One o f the stud ent art works
wi'II be bought by th e Alumni
Assoc iati o n for d o nation to
UNI.
Everyo ne is invited .
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Interview with Lieut. Rood

A Sense of Security
"be tter for us to answer
one-hundred calls which are
not needed, than to miss the
o ne call which reall y is

needed."
Francis W. Flood
Chief, UNI Security Unit
What are the functions and
responsibilities of Northeastern's Security Unit? Is security
maintenance here problematic? What does it take to
become a security officer?
Why does one choose a career
in law enforcement?
Mr. Francis W. Flood, Chief
of Northeastern's Security Unit,
provides insight into law
enforcement by answering

these questions and others .
for
the life , civil
and
Chief Flood has been in law occupational safety of faculty,
enforcement for thirty-one
staff and studentry."
years . He left the Evanston
Is the maintenance of security
Police after twenty-eight years
at ':lortheastern an ongo ing,
of conimendable service with
continuous activity?
the rank of Lieutenant. He has
been Chief of Northeastern's
" Our department functions
twenty-four hours a d~y, seven
Security Unit for the last five
years.
days a week . There's not a
great deaf of crime, at least not
On the Security Unit's
responsib ilit ies :
reported. Our most obvious
"Our primary areas of · problem is parkig and traffic.
We
issued
555
parking
concern are, first, the proteccitations last Ja nuary - t his is
tion of university life and
well above the norm . Hopefulproperty. Second, the prevenly there will be fewer tickets
tion of crime. Third, the
issued in t he months ahead ."
apprehension of violators and
their prosecution through the
Is there a "drug Problem" at
Northeastern?
courts. We're also responsible

•••

"Most students are here for
an education. The use of hard
drugs would require a d ifferent
evvironment. There is however
no doubt t hat marijuana i;
smoked . At certain t imes we
find a heavy smoke residue
present in some of the
washrooms, but thats not
sufficient evidence for a bust.
There is never anyone around
to apprehend ."
In case of emergency how can
a student request assistance
from Unit Security?
"Students can report ,any
damage to property, assaults or
reques~s for Fi r~t-Ai9 bv dialing
extension 200 on the school
phone system. They can also

Night out in HaHa

by Paula Levy

"Tonight, tonight won't be just any night . .." - Lyrics by Stephen
Sondheim

small wooden platform that serves as a stage, a ladder leads up to
a sort of hay loft without the hay. A long-haired girl sits there
looking down upon the people below . Many are talking over
drinks, but some just lean quietly against each other, being
together.

Let us make a few suppositions. Suppose I am a UNI student
spending a trimester on an Israeli Kibbutz . Suppose the Kibbutz
The Israeli singer steps up into the platform and does some
has a lot of other volunteers besides my group from Northeastern.
modern
Hebrew songs. We don't understand the words but the
Suppose we are just a little bit tired of cutting roses, or washing
music
is
beautiful. Suddenly the guitar begins a Latin b~at and a
dishes, or driving tractors, or picking grapefruit, or any of the
Spanish love song fills the room . These words I can understand!
other jobs that we do as a part of the communal society. Suppose
As in most such clubs, the entertainer is not made a fuss over. He
it is a Saturday night and the buses to Haifa, which stopped
·
is more of a phonograph record than a performer. No one watches
during the Sabbath have start running again. Enough supposing .
him
sing, no one claps after a song. But this man is good, and I
The crowded Haifa bus rumbles along pretty quickly in the
am fascinated by the movement of his fingers on the strings . He
evening, and we wish that we were sitting down instead of
must realize this , for after he's finished his first set of songs, he
bouncing around in the aisle. We are all Kibbutz volunteers· Lia
sits
down beside me. It turns out that his mother is from Spain .
Francione and Lex from Holland, John and Rob from Australi~ and
We talk a little in Spanish, and I discover that he will be out of
Cheryl and I, from the smelly shores of Lake Michigan. There is
_the Israeli army in two weeks and begin four years of study at the
another member of the company who is Rob's constant
.
Technion in Haifa. He wants to be an engineer. "I sing here," he
compa nion. He carries her around in a strangely shaped black
says with his mustachivish smile and a sweeping glance at the
case that has AUSTRALIA written on it in bright red tape . She is a
dimly lit room, "to make money. "
gu itar, and a real beauty too.
On the platform now is a singer from London whose style is
We hop off the bus at a city corner lit by flashing neon signs
totally
different from the Israeli's. He puts a microphone inside
that cry, " Dodge Dart" and " Coca Cola" in Hebrew. Across the
his guitar and plays Beatles. It brings back memories.
street we scramble down a stairway surrounded by colored mosaic
Lia is wearing a floppy black hat and when the regular singer
walls . Once below we each push 35 agoorot (about 10c) through
returns
to the stage, he asks for it. I toss it to him and he pulls it
the cas hier window and plop down to wait for what is known as
down over his eyes, sit swaggering on his chair, and plays a tune
the Carmelite Subway.
from a Clint Eastwood western. He is perfect, right down to
It travels underground and the cars do resemble those of a
sucking on a non-existent cigar. We can't stop laughing.
modern subway train, but only up to a certain point. After that,
Finally Rob gets to play . He dedicates one of his songs to us.
well, there about as different as grapefruits and lemons. The train
and we give him probably the best audience anyone in the club
is sma ll , only 3 or 4 cars, and the whole line consists of only 2
has ever had. It is unnecessary though, because the Israelis really
trains. The route is simple. It starts from the bottom of the hill
like him and send him away with a hearty applause . We would
and goes up. Then it comes ·down , stopping at 5 stations along the
like to stay longer, but the last bus to our kibbutz is about to
way . It is like a glorified pulley system, carting freight to the top
leave and we all have to work in the morning. We rush madly, but
of a mine shaft. Since it travels at an angle, the train itself is built
when
we run out of the subway the bus is gone. Another bus will
on an angle, in such a way that you feel upright when you go
take us within two kilo1neters of our home, so we clamber on and
diagonally up or down .
try not to think about the long w_
alk ahead . After all , it was
Tonights load is very homogeni~us, as if the train were being
worth it. Our night 0ut in Haifa, for all its similarities with city
chartered by a group of similiar people all going in the same
nights everywhere, was something very special.
direction . The passengers are either young in their late teens or.
early twentites, or trying hard to look that way . The women wear
loud pants , and mod blouses, always too tight. Their faces are..
caked with makeup. The men dress much the same, their knit
shirts halfway unbuttoned to display their hairy chests. What a
change from the simple, comfortable attire · that we . are
,accostumed to on the kibbutz! But how reminiscent of other
evenings halfway across the world.
Everyone gets out at the last stop - the top of the hill, where
the contents of the subway spill into the waiting restaurants, bars,
and discotiques. The seven of us plus guitar turn off the bright,
I
noisy avenue and meander down the hilly side streets that are
friendly in their quiet darkness. A few descending stone steps, an
I
atmospherish sign above the door, and we have reached our
destination - the Club 120. It is a coffee house attached to a
discoteque, an imtimate place that offers refreshment, music,
II
and dark corners .
The entrance charge is 5 lirah (about $1 .25) and the
refreshments, be they tea or alcohol, are very expensive. We,
however, are wlecomed in free of charge becau,se we are with
Rob . He is one of the singe rs who performs for the club patrons
while the regular entertainer takes a break. During the day he is a
mild-mannered kibbutz volunteer waiting tables or catching
chickens - but at night, he's a dashing guitarist.
The floor and walls •of the club are covered with woven
tapestries. Soft-cushioned backless couches line the room and jut
out to surround the several low wooden tables. To the right of the
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lieut. Fr3ncis Flood, Chief, UNI
security.
dial "Operator" and ask for
Security. We ask for student
cooperation - let us respond ."
In regard to the choice of law
enforcement as a career:
"Motivation plays an important role in the choice of any
career. To sincerely want to
know and understand your
fellow man, to communicate
and reason in the midst of
chaos, to seek variety along
with challenge - these were
my reasons for becoming a
police officer. A wrong attitude
in police work usually gets one
more than what he's bargained
for. There's always a need for
well-motivated police officers."
What is the prerequIsIte
background for a career in law
enforcement?
" Law enforcement at any
level is a Civil Service job. An
individual must be between
twenty-one and thirty-five
years of age . He must be a
minimum of five-feet, eight
inches tall and within the
A.M.A ." Pers cri bed Weight
Ranges for designated heights .
He must have a high school
diploma or equivalent. Today,
however, one's highest educational level attained is of
significant importance in job
advancement . For examp le ,
our Assistant Chief, Mr. Jack
Holt holds an B.A. (Speech
Secondary Education), o ur
other full-time officer, Mr.
Richard Fredrieckson holds a
B.A . (H istory Secondary Edu cation). Both are graduates of
this institution.
The last four requirements
are important . On e mu st
consent to a polygraph test,
along with a perso•nal interview
condu cted by police personnel. Good moral character,
conjoin ed with a clean arrest
record (minor traffic vi o lations
excepteci) are also required.
We have student positions
available here. Our department
will be gald to work out a
schedule to accommod,ate any
student. There is a Civil Service
limitation of half-time work for
full-time students.
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STYX IS COMING!!

uo Vadimus
CSC ACTIVITIES

JOBS
RESERVATION AGENTS WANTED .
Part-time in March, full-time after May
7th (summer). Salary: $3.25 hr. Would
like resume, call Mr. Knecht, Trans
World Airlines, T., W ., Th . 332-5711,
ext. 3326, M ., f .. 686-5393.
CLERK WANTED. Typing preferred,
not nee. Hours: 8:30-5:00, pick your
own hours, 1 or 2 day week, no
saturdays, salary $1 .90 . Walgreen
Offices, 4300 Peterson Main Off. Build.
Call, Colleen SP 7-8400, ext. 276.
TELEPHONE OPERATOR . Lloyd West
TV College, 5400 N. St. Lous, 588-2000,
will be trained, 8:30 - 4 pm shift can be
split, $2.00 hr. Start Feb. 5th, call for
appt. Dr. Zigerell.
TELEPHONE SOLICITOR. Part-time
flexible hours, full -time open 9-9. Salary
1.60 hr. plus commission, averages
!1-$3 hr. Chicago Tribune, 5103 N.
Harlem, 2nd fl. 792-2648, speak with·
anyone.
MEDICAL ASSISTANT IN HALFWAY
HOURS: NURSES ASSISTANCE.
Hours 1-9 pm T-Fri. 7-3 pm Sat. Salary
$2.00/ hr. Grasmere, 4621 Sheridan
Road, 334-6601 , Call Kathy Brown.
TYPIST EXPORT CLERK* 50 wmp,
typing, hours; part or full time depends
on school sched. Salary $2.50 $3.00/ hr. Hild Floor Machine Co., Inc.
5339 W. Lake St. Mr. Dresmal,
379-8558, ext. 4.
SHIPPING CLERK, Part-time 12-5,
some Saturdays. Qualification; typing
40-30 wpm. clerical work, shipping ,
receiving must have own car. Should
be 5'9" or taller for shipping . Salary
$2.50 start. Du rable Textile Company,
4753 North Sheridan, Chgo, Ill. Mr. H.
Twery 561-4309 until 2-3, 561-4300
after 2-4.
LETTERING SPECIALIST. Artist) male
or female. Hours flexible 20/wk. Salary
$2.00/hr. 1723 Howard Evanston, Ill.
Call Mr. Narens for appointment,

864-4800.
FRONT DESK RECEPTIONIST. Hours
Tues. 6-10, Sat. all day, every other
Sun 2-5 pm. Other additional hrs if
requested. High Ridge YMC A , Touhy
& Western , Call Larry Alvey 262-8300.

BABYSITTER : 2 year old boy.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Fri. from 5:309 :30 P .M. $1 .00/h our. Cal I 338-2791
or 297-4549 from (-5:00. M. Wolfe ,
Devon & Western . If ride is needed
arrangements can be made.

TYPIST WANTED . Monday - Friday,
hours, 5 per day, afternoons preferred,
salary $2.60/ hr. Alpha Type Corp. 7500
McCormick ( ½ bl. S. of Skokie, Ill.
Howard Call Mrs. Meyers OR 5-721q_.
PART-TIME CLERK. Typing, customer
service, cashier work. Hours: Flexible
close t 6, Sat. plus weekdays. Salary
$2.10/ hr. Medicare Pharmacy, 4059 N.
Milwaukee, (6-corners) Mr. Sugarman
725-1616. Please call for appointment.

FOR SALE
For Sale: 10 speed Schwinn Varsity
girl's bicycle. Excellent condition, only
1 ½ years old. $90. Harriet, 583-4347,
after 5.
For Sale: Living room furniture; chair,
love seat (2 person couch). bookcase,
cedar chest and more. All in excellent
condition; only 1 ½ years old and was
bought new. Reasonable. Call Harriet
at 583-4347, after 5.
1968 Karmann Ghia conv. good
condition , $800 firm, blue book price is
$1300. Mike 286-0595.
For Sale: 21" Zenith Portable TV with
stand. Needs repair. $40. or offer. C,illl
637-7466.
Free! I am moving in April and must
find a home for my cats. They are
peaceful affectionate animals and
cuase no trouble. One is a calico
angora, and the other is an orange and
white neutered male. Call Harriet,
583-4347 after 5.

Wednesday February 14

AT 6:30 p .m. CSC will
s.ponsor another of its great
dinners . As you probably
know, the world didn't end last
week, so we decided to have
another · dinner. The cost is
usually under $1 .00. The place
is the Catho li c Student Center,
5450 N . Kimball. '
Thursday February 15

The Catholic Student Center
will be going swimming this
Thursday" and every Thursday
afterwards at the DePaul
University swimming pool.
We'll leave at 6:15 p.m. but we
can leave later. Come to 5450
N. Kimball. .

Fro all the church goers that
still exist, there will be an
interesting mass ce lebrated at
C.S.C. at 10:00 p.m . Come to
5450 N . Kimball and see what
happens.

l'M A PERSON

If you are interested in
becoming a participant in a
basic human interaction lab
ca lled " Getting The Self
Together," or " Am I Really
Who I Think You Think I Really
Am " sign up at Counseling
Center-West. Tim es to be
determined by participants.
Facilitator : Barbara Behrendt.

Help/ Did anyone take pictures at the
Folk Festival? If you did, will you stop
up in the CCAB room E 205 n and ask
for Kathy?
PERSONALS. The new Coffee House
in the Classroom Building needs a new
name. A ballot box will be at the
entrances Wednesday, Feb. 14 to 16.
First prize is an album of your choice.
If you're going out of town and need
riders, or if you ' re going out · of town
and need a ride. Get it together by
calling the rideboard at HELP 929-5150.
Female Roommate wanted ; House in
East Rogers Park, Call 274-4016.
I will pay $5.00 for a 1971 -72 copy of
the Beehive Yearbook. John Mann
676-3213:
Wanted: Roommate, male or female to
share a 3 bedroom apt. with
Northeastern students, close to school,
Lawrence and Central Park. $50. per
month. Call 478-3412. Ask for Ray or 'John.

/
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Happy Valentine's Day to the guy who
put the word pig into male chauvinist.
I'll change you yet!!!
John you smell so bad
It's
unbearable to be in the same room
with you even after you have
gone!!!

CCAB needs help planning exotic trips
to Europe, Asia, South America,
anywhere . If you want to go
somewhere help us to help you to
make it possible. See Joan Nordberg E

223.
It's new easier to hear WANE, Radio
Northeastern, because of a new
•transmitter. Take a listen at 640 AM
(right next to WMAQ). Whether you're
in a carrel, at your office desk, in one of
the lounges or in the cafeteria, WANE
is there at 640 on your radio dial from 9
am to 6 pm. WANE is alternative radio
for Northeastern.
College Student's Poetry Anthology,
The National Poetry Press announces
its Spring Competition Closing date for
the submission of manuscripts by
College Student is eligible to su bmit his
verse. There is no limitation as to form
or theme Shorter works are preferred
by the judges because of the space
limitations. Each poem must be typed
or printed on 'a separate sheet and
must bear the name and the home
address as well. Send to National
Poetry Press, 3210 Selby Ave. Los
Angeles, Calif. 90034.

Eagles Falto
Hillsdale
by Vito Gentile & John Demas

MOONCHI LD I WAS

-running after the lingering smell of crotches dropping petals of moondust
laughing my smile my moonsmile
it was ovenhot earthday with wind carrying baby voices puertoricano sounds
i was circling circling to light & fall victim to essentialcockstrutters
who lik e fardistant other worlds twinkle through one a fingers
words are th e n erve en ds of the soul
he shoved m e to moonlove & . this cjiord is briefloss •
i am hard lon ely pressed for he
him is the circle my arm creates round my h ead
this recollection-m emory weights like some chaotic & sustained killing
where are the definite men
no one fully comprehends my loss of the moon: i am
Moo n.child
here for indefinite stay whoever finds these shinings sing me moonblues
my ears hear nothing
else

William Wandick.
•

Will people PLEASE quit ripping off the
posters? Some of us work pretty hard
to make and put them up. If you want
posters, come up to E 205n, the CCAB
room and ·ask for one.

Wed . J-eb. 14: REDBONE ,
·Aud . 8 pm , tickets : E 205N .
Thurs . Feb. 15: ARNOLD
BROSTOFF, 1 pm, Aud. FREE.
Fri . Feb . 16: STRAW DOGS,
7:30, Aud . 75c.
Thurs. Feb. 22: CATFISH &
CRYSTAL, 11 pm, Aud. FREE .

I thought I had so little time,
/
.
Until the age of twenty-nine.
Then I stopped
In time
To find
My mind.
A while to think,
Before the shrink,
To see if what I thought to be,
Was really real and part of me,
Or just a lot of social bunk,
Fed to us in the form of junk,
To make sure that we grow up
Just the same as mom and dad,
Then I finally stopped to see,
The greatest fear was made by me.
Afraid to face the daze this way,
I started to change the world today.

223.

- Allan Katcher

Karen S. Hull, you left your I.D. card in
the CCAB room . E 205 N. Please come
and pick it up!

by Linda Ozag

Help!!! No pay but compensations
galore. Do CCAB publicity - anyone
who likes to draw or write or put up
posters. See Joan Nordberg Room E

I'm <i Person,
Say it o~ce or man y times;
Th e f eelings sound like church bell chimes,
Like an opera or a race - a robin full of grac e.
I can begin to tell you face to face
I'm a Person,
I'm Me,
I Ami!

PERSONALS

Six Days

Gay rap group forming at Northeastern .
For information contact Joe Hall
2-2098, ext. 8208. All gay people
welcome! Meetings will be held off
campus.

I'm a· Person,
I'm the Me that is really Me,
But I often try so hard not to be.
Still it's plain to everyone who can really see
That I'm neither more nor less than me I.'m a Person, I'm Me.

Sociology Club Meeting, Thurs. Feb.
15, Room 2-096 at 1:00 pm All
interested students are welcome to
attend . Meeting will cover the
discussion of the 1973 budget,
Sociology departmental representatives
and discussion on films and speakers
that would be of interest to all
students.

Saturday February 17

CLUBS

I'm a Person
Som etimes happy, often sad.
Some think me kooky - a little mad,
But I'm becoming glad
I'm a Person, I'm Me.

TO ALL IT MAY CONCERN : It is
coming! It will be here soon!
ltwil)definitelybecomingheresoon ! W ant
further details? Keep Watching!

Friday February 16

C.S.C. is sponsoring a co'ffee
House-with a discussion on
ABORTION. There will be
representatives from both sides
of this issue. If you have any
. ideas, questions, . or gripes,
come on over at 7:30 p.m . The
address 1s 5450 N . Kimball.

•

I

( PRINT apologizes that "Moonchild I Was" was run so small last week.)

On Friday Feb . 2, Northeastern played host to Hillsdale.
Talk about big, these boys
were hitting their heads on t he
back board , without jumping!
Northeastern played a steady
first half and went into the
dressing room at half tirne with
a 50-47 lead . The second half
was a whole new ball game.
The dev il must have been
sitting on top of Northeastern 's
basket and put the lid on the
basket because our shot just
were not falling in . Hillsdale
wasn ' t playing that mu c h
better
but
their
height
advantage gave them 3 shots
to ou r 1.
Coach " Spin" Salario , substituting freely, tried eve ry
combination of his players to
try to no avail. Fate was
against us as we lost 77-69.
Cary Staniec lead the scorers
with 23 pts. Danny Crawford
had 13, and Marty O'C radn ey
contributed 10 pots.
W e would now like to reveal
to the world, the ni cknames of
the players.
Dan " The Man " Crawford
Jim " Joe Willie" Dimatteo
Dave " The Hawk" Fahey
" Big" John Stelling
Cary " Harpo" Staniec
John " Rocko" Melendez
James " Shakey" Williams
" Modest" Marcel O 'Cradney
Frank " Sgt. " Schultz
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Girls V _
o lleyball
Advances to Quarter
Finalsl Then Loses
by Vito Gentile & John Demas
Our girls finally got their
money and were winging their
way westward toward Brigam
Young University, site of
national co llege volleyball
tournament.
Brigam Young University, for
those who don't know, is
loca ted just outside of Salt
Lake City, Utah . The tournament started wi"th a round
robin phase . There were 4
sections, 6 teams to a section .
The best· 2 teams from each
section advance into the
quarter finals .
_
.
beating- Utah State . Then • th~y
were surprised by U . of Calif .
(Santa Barbarq). Their next
,natch was against Souther~
Calif. The girls played their

best match here and upset the
Trojans . They then went on to
win their next 2 matches and
advanced to the quarter finals .
the girls were nervous, they
were the only team east of the
Mississippi river left in the
tournament.
They had the misfortune of
drawing Long Beach State a~
their opponent. It was a close
match but not enough breaks
occured for our girls and they
lost. Long Beach, incidentally,
went on to win the national
championship.
This years team did very
well. coach Guzik and the rest
of the school is proud of th~se
girls, who, no matter win or
lost, are always in - there
fighting . .

SWIM TEAM WINS
North Park picked up some
points with their diver, Rick
•Last Wednesday night, Feb . Vorhees . UNI had no diver to
7 our Swim Team hosted
compete for this event.
North Park College . The first
In the 200 yard backstroke, a
event was the 400 yard relay.
North Park swimmer took first
There was no competition from with a time of 2:27 .8. Second
North Park . Participating in the · ~was our Soszko timed at
relay were Soszko, Huber,
2:31.3.
Karrasch and Stetnichi . Their
the 200 yard breast stroke
time was 4:35 .8.
was won by Huber with a time
The 1,000 yard freestyle was
of 3:58.4. North Park offered
nex t with UN l 's Carlson
no competition in this event.
coming in first with a time of
The 500 yard freestyle saw
12 :51.4 and a North Park
UNl's Carlson. coming in first
sw immer 2nd timed at 13:02.2. with a time of 5:59.7. North
A North Park swimmer won
Park came in second, 6 :01 .0.
the 200 yard freestyle in~1 :59.0. Our Kolb came in 3rd with a
Christi
(UNI) came in second
time of 6:49.6.
with a time of 2:08.6.
No competion from North
Blaul (UNI) came in first _in Park in the 200 yard butterfly
the 50 yard freestyle .• with a saw UNl's Karrasch with a time
time of 0 :24.2 .. North Park
of 2:33.5 winning it.
c ame in second, 0 :24.5.
North Park won the 100 yard
Prisching (UNI) came in Jrd
freestyle with a time of 0 :52 .2.
timed at 0:24.6. .
UNl's Blaul came in second
In the. 200 yard individual
timed at 0 :53.5 .
medley, Stalnicki (UNI) came
These guys are really poetry
in first with a time of 2:25.8.
in motion to watch and they
Second was Kolb with · 2:35 .5.
need your support! Come and
Third was North Park with a watch them Valentines Day, at
time of 2:38 .0.
3:30 p.m.
by Chris Lubiniecki

HofT1ecoming For
Hockey Guys"
The UNI Hockey Club is
hoping to f_i ll all 1_500 seats for
their home co l)11ng hockey
game February 17th at Rainbo
Arena, Clark and Lawrence .
Despite brawi ng well on the
road, with crowds around one
thousand fan s each at Le~ 1s,
•Iowa State, Indi ana, and Lak,e
Forest , the UN I hock ey clubs
bi ggest draw was on ly 114,
when they p layed western
Illinois. The ga me on the 17th
hnwever look s like a good one,
and a large crowd is expected .
Their oppone nt, Wi sco nsin
State University Whitewater is a hard hitting tea m .

UNI tied Whitewater at
Madison earlier in the season
' behind Glenn Ferrentino in the
nets backed by goals by Fred
Menzer, Ralph Capparelli, and
Dean Karouzos . That game was
perhaps the most' exciting all
year and the upcoming game
sho~ld be no exception . If you
enjoy hard hitting c ollege
not key action, be sure to come
to Rainbo Arena , February
17th. Game time is at 4 :50
P.M . All UNI students are
admitted free with your I.D. All
others $1 .00. Also be sure_ to
buy a Northeastern Hockey
Club " Puck Power" button at
the game.

Through the hoop ·tor UNI.

When 'You7e
Hot You7e Hot
.
.

Kathy (Pistol Pete) Serczyk,
by Chris Lubiniecki
center and the brilliant
As many of you have already
rebounding of Lourdes Ubides.
guessed, I'm referring to the
The zone got stronger, the
Girls' Basketball team and their
rebounding better, and . some
3 and 1 record . What a team!
good fast breaks gained us 18
Saturday afternoon , Feb . 3,
more points . Some fine steals
they trotted•down to .Trinity for
were made by Jodi Connors
their first game. The majority
and Betty Jo Kukla. There were
of the first string was in Salt
some great strategic plays by
Lake City at' the Volleyball
Sophie Haralampopoulos and
finals .
·
Chris Mangiollaidi. However
The first quarter was what
Trinity beat us 38-23.
you'd call confusion . We were
Then Monday night Feb . 5,
over anxious and ready to -kill
the team won a fine one from
bu-t we didn't use any strategy.
Aurora . It was a close knit
However even at this point a battle for a majority of the
strong defense was beginning game. A strong zone forced the
to develop. The first quarter opposition to shoot from the
ended with Trinity leading by outside. Go.od reboundin g by
6.
the reaching arms of Lori
The second quarter was
Foster and Joan Duggan ,
slightly better than the first but
helped our girls to win their
the shots just weren' t swishing.
second game by a score of
Maybe it was the oranges, or · 39-28 .
maybe the penetrating pep talk
Without even a rest, the girls
by Miss Johnson (taking Betty
trucked on down to Concordia
Guzac's place for the day.) the following night, Feb . 6th .
because the team really
" The defense was superb .
hustled the 2nd half. The team
There was no way Concordia
moved to the inspiration . <;>f c;ould break through! " Lourdes

.

Ubides told me. Lourdes
spra'ined her leg badly while
leaping for a rebound at that
game. We went home happy,
cha lking up another win . The
final score? 40-28.
Our first home game took
place Thursday night, Feb. 8th .
Rumors bouncing around had
said that Chicago State was a
tough team . But that didn 't
scare us in the least! the first
quarter was sloppy as most first
quarters are but the game
started moving early in the
second quarter. Chciago State
is ii very strong team but we
led them by a wide margin
throughout the game. At the
half the score found us leading
22-9. Some dramatic points in
the game con sisted of a 30 foot
jump shot by Lori Foster, Pistol
Pete was center for 10 seconds,
and , one of the, ref's knees
going out.
Margarite Weissmuller was
high scorer of the game with
18 points . The girls went on to
win the game with a final score
of-43-29.

INT'RAMURALS FOR THE WEEK
by Vito Gentile & John Demas

On Tuesday Feb. 6 at 1 :00
Head Roach rolled up an
impressive victory over the
' independents 54-31 . On the
other court it was a hard
fought battle with US beating
Oscar · & His Colleagues 40-34.
At 1 :30, the La}<ers, although
missing 8 lay-ups (can't do that
· all the time boys) beat the New
Lakers 62-41 .
The Bullets won on forfeit
and the Challenger had a bye.
Thurs . 1:00 league saw the
Old Timers (coached by "Doc"
Waelter) gave it to those young
whipper-snapper, "Harper's Bizarre . although having no
height to speak of, Harper's
Bizarre hustled tremendously,
but could not match the tqrrid
shooting of coach Ray Kasper.
Oldtimers on top 44-35.
Boner's Ark were " ip" for the
Jets and clipped _ their wings
50-40.
At 1:30, a very close game
was being played between
W .R.N.E . and Cip City .
Hustling was the Name Of
Thega me and Rip City held a
.slight edge in that depa rtm ent.
Al " the barber" Steinman gave
Rip City all the o ut si de
shooting they needed and they

beat
a very
impressive
W .R.N .E. team 63-53 . On court
2, The Yemen, coming off a
loss last week, put it all

together and beat St. 66_-33:
Remember, winning Is important, but having a good
time is more important.

•

SWEATY EVENTSI
by Chris Lubiniecki

This week is officially declar-ed, " Pick a Team and Support It".
week. All of you ahve a favorite sport and UNI has got a team f~r
everyone. So all you have to do is go to one of the games this
week and you will have done your part for loyalty and school
spirit! Rah-Rah-Sis-Boom-Bah!
_
·_
On •Valentines Day the basketball team is hosting Roosevelt
University at 8 :00 p.m . Bring your sweethea~t to the game!
The next swim meet is scheduled for Feb . 14th at 3:30 p.m.
They're hosting the University of Chicago.
The Girls' Basketball team · has a biggy coming up on Mon .,
Feb . 19th at 6:30 p.m. We're hosting Ci rcle . Waht else have you
got to do on Monday night?
A treacherous hockey game will occur Feb . 17th at 4 :50 p.m .
Our guys 'are hosting Wisconsin State University at Rainbo Ar_
e~a .
I'd like to also remind you that you can watch some exciting
basketball games Tuesdays and Thursdays durin g ac~ivity hour as
the men s' intramural teams battl e it out for nothing less than
blood !

